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Why Islam? Because Islam works. We continue with our lectures on the 

importance of Consultative Decision Making – Shura, which is a practice 

advocated by Allah  Himself and practiced by Rasoolullahملسو هيلع هللا ىلص throughout his 

blessed life. May Allah  enable us to benefit from this practice. 

Over the past weeks we have seen why Shura is important and the method 

of conducting it. Today I want to teach you two tools that are essential for 

Shura to work. They are Goal Focus and Active Listening. If you learn and 

remember to practice these two things, your Shura will be successful, no 

matter how difficult or contentious the issue may be. I recommend Shura in 

my consulting practice, especially for large family businesses, where they 

have a Matrix organization structure instead of the usual Pyramidal and 

where designations mean little because at the Board level everyone is 

related, and formal authority is almost absent. This is also the case in most 

NGO’s including Masjid Boards, where members are all volunteers and 

unpaid and so persuasion, consensus and mutual commitment becomes 

even more important than in a business organization. Having said that, I 

have found Shura to work wonderfully well, not only in business 

organizations but even in the Police and other Security Forces which have 

formal authority of Ranks. After all, who had more authority than 

Rasoolullahملسو هيلع هللا ىلص with his Sahaba? Yet Allah  ordered even him, to consult 

them and make Shura with them. That is because behind the business suit 

or uniform, is a human being. And all human beings need to be persuaded 
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and convinced to give their best. For that it is essential to get consensus on 

the issue. Shura is the best way to do that. Here are the tools: 

Goal Focus: The first tool is to remain goal focused. This is especially 

important if there are divergent opinions, and the discussion tends to get 

contentious. Draw the attention of people back to the goal. Remind them that 

the meeting is not about proving who is the smartest but about solving the 

problem using everyone’s smartness. It is not me versus you but me plus 

you plus you versus the problem. Success is only when the problem is 

solved. Not when you have made your point, no matter how wisely or 

powerfully. We all come to the meeting with our different expertise, 

experience, and skillset. We need to remember and remind ourselves that 

each is important and necessary for all to succeed in achieving the result. 

It is like several mechanics coming together to re-start an engine. Each comes 

with his unique toolkit. No other mechanic will tell him that his tools are 

unnecessary and that he must get out of the way or use the tools given to 

him by someone else. Instead, any mechanic worth the name will welcome 

another mechanic with his unique toolkit and skillset. That is because no 

mechanic goes to a worksite with the intention of showing off his toolkit. He 

goes with the intention of getting the engine started. His focus therefore is 

not another mechanic or his tools, except perhaps to appreciate his skill or 

tools. The mechanic’s focus is always the engine. Only if the engine runs, 

will any mechanic be happy. Same logic for any meeting. 
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Therefore, always keep the focus on the goal. This may seem to be obvious, 

but if you have ever run a meeting, you know how easily the focus shifts 

from the goal to the other person. Then emotions come into play, especially 

when there may be conscious or unconscious rivalries, dislikes, and tensions. 

Objectivity takes a back seat and one-upmanship and scoring points 

becomes the game. Even if it does not go all the way to the meeting breaking 

up, it certainly impacts the goal negatively. It is, therefore, essential to keep 

the goal in focus. People use different methods. The simplest is to 

periodically remind everyone about the reason for the meeting i.e., the goal. 

This can and should be done by anyone, not only the leader. Any time you 

see the interaction drifting, please feel free to say, “I want to remind you and 

myself that our goal today is……..” The sooner you do this, the better. Do it 

as frequently as necessary. Some people print out the goal on a big chart 

sheet in giant letters and display it where everyone can see it. Do whatever 

works for you but do it. Ensure that the goal is always topmost in the minds 

of everyone, all the time. If you can manage this, your meetings will always 

be successful, no matter how diverse the group or how contentious the issue.  

Active Listening: The second tool is called Active Listening. Both ‘Goal 

Focus’ and ‘Active Listening’ are not only excellent tools for Shura meetings 

but also powerful conflict resolution tools. I have used both in management 

union meetings with militant communist unions and in arbitrations that I 

presided over with excellent results. Active Listening forces people to 
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seriously consider the perspective of the other party leading to an amicable 

and often, quick resolution of the issue. The normal tendency of everyone, 

when listening to anyone they consider to be a rival, adversary, opponent or 

‘other’ in any way, is to shut down their listening and start manufacturing 

responses to their statements. This is an enormously powerful unconscious 

process which by definition, we are not aware of, and unless we counter it, 

the focus shifts from the goal to the person and the meeting gets derailed 

and degenerates into a personality conflict. Active Listening is the defence 

against this. It is the tool that ensures that you cannot stop listening but 

instead, are compelled to listen and share your understanding with the other 

person. That is immensely powerful, promotes understanding and 

harmony. 

There are 3 steps to Active Listening. Making an intention to listen; Focus on 

what the speaker is saying and remember it; Paraphrase and check if you 

understood him the way he wanted you to understand him. 

1 – INTENTION 

As in everything else, it all begins with the intention. In this case the 

conscious intention to listen. Ask yourself: Do I need to listen? Do I want to 

listen? If the answer is, "No" to either question, do yourself and others a 

favor. Tell them politely that you are not the best person to be in the meeting. 

Or that this is not the best time. Fix another time, which is more convenient, 

or suggest someone else they could talk to. This is far less painful and more 
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positive than going through the motions of listening when you believe that 

you either don't need to or don’t want to. 

To listen you must respect the speaker and genuinely believe that what they 

have to say is important for you to listen to. You must slow down your own 

mental process, stop your mind from thinking of responses and listen to the 

speaker with great attention. That is why I said that you must first decide if 

you want to listen or not. Otherwise, your mind will wander, and you will 

be distracted. Rasoolullahملسو هيلع هللا ىلص used to turn to face the person speaking to him. 

He would never talk to anyone over his shoulder. He would indicate with 

his body language that he was interested in them, in what they had to say 

and was giving them his full attention. This shows respect for the other 

person, builds trust, and opens hearts. In conflictful situations, this de-

escalates the conflict and shows that you are genuinely interested in solving 

the problem. Sincerity is critical. Game playing will destroy the trust and 

harden stances and make matters worse. That is why to question your own 

intention and make a conscious decision to listen, is so critical. 

2 – FOCUS 

This consists of both mental focus and a physical signaling of it. It means 

that you stop doing whatever you were doing, ensure that there will not be 

any disturbance, lean slightly forward, look interested and friendly and 

make eye contact. Take notes after asking permission to do so. Without that 

it is very distracting for the speaker to see you scribbling on a pad as they 
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are talking and can lead to misunderstandings. Note taking is not only good 

strategy but it is essential to retaining all the data. Our memories are not as 

good as we imagine and if we do not write things down, we forget or mix 

up information. Recording is not a substitute for taking notes. It is 

impersonal and does not indicate your interest in what the other person is 

saying. Note taking, if done properly, indicates that you are interested in the 

individual and in the meeting. Note taking forces you to focus and to ask 

questions if anything needs clarification or explanation. Recording just 

records the words and often when you listen to it later, you have questions, 

which if you had been taking notes, you would have clarified at that time. 

Share your notes with the speaker. Say, “This is what I have noted. Is there 

anything you want to add or change?” Then do what they ask you to do. 

Once again, a great trust building strategy. Remember that this is not the last 

meeting with that person. So, make sure that you repair and build bridges. 

3 – CHECK FOR UNDERSTANDING – PARAPHRASING  

This is a critically important step which because it takes time and seems 

cumbersome, most people don’t do it. The fact is that we have no way of 

letting the other person know that we have understood them in the way they 

want us to unless we stop from time to time and do a process check. This is 

called 'Paraphrasing' and involves your telling the speaker how you 

understood what he said. "I understand you to be saying that unless I stop 
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and share my understanding with the speaker, she will not be able to tell 

whether I understood her in the way she wants me to. Is this correct?"  

See what I mean by cumbersome? But if there was a shorter and easier way, 

I would tell you. Paraphrasing does some other good things: It gives the 

speaker a pause to take a breath. It builds trust between you, as the other 

person feels 'understood'. And you can demonstrate your commitment to 

the meeting by showing that you are all attention. To paraphrase 

successfully, you will need to be attentive. Taking notes helps here also.  

Shura is so critically important because it is the adhesive that keeps the 

Ummah together. It is the means of learning to keep our focus on what is 

good for everyone, and it saves us from destructive selfishness. Shura keeps 

families together, it facilitates working through difficult decisions and 

results in healthy collaboration and teamwork. As in all things Islamic, we 

do it to please Allah  and in obedience to Him. But the method is beneficial 

to anyone who wants to practice it, whether he is a Muslim or not. The best 

form of Da’awa is to show the world that Islam works for everyone. 

 

Like anything new, practicing these tools will feel artificial and awkward at 

first. The key is to continue to practice them. The only way to become 

comfortable and expert is to do it frequently enough until it becomes second 

nature and a positive habit. 


